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Academic Affairs Committee
Meeting Minutes
November 6, 2012
Opening:
The regular meeting of the Academic Affairs Committee was called to order at
12:39 pm on November 13, 2012 in the MLS Classroom CSS 167 by Claire Strom.
Present:
Zhang
Claire Strom, Maria Ruiz, Jennifer Cavenaugh Jana Mathews, Wenxian Zhang,
Martina Vidovic, Jennifer Nilson (student rep)
Visitors: Rachel Newcomb, Mark Anderson
A.

Change in anthropology minor
minor- Approved

Rachel Newcomb presented a change in the anthropology major
major:
1. Changing a core course requirement from ANT 323 (Foundations in Archaeology) to
ANT 228 (Introduction to World Archaeology). This change would allow
accessibility of course material to all students see
seeking
king completion of a major in
Anthropology. The current course, ANT 323, requires a greater understanding of
archaeology than many anthropology major students have, and this often requires the
instructor to teach to different levels. The switch to ANT 22
228
8 as a core requirement
will still allow for students to be immersed in archaeology material, but will allow for
greater accessibility for students and eliminate current obstacles for professors in
teaching to multiple levels of understanding.

B.

Minutes

Minutes were approved from the meeting on 11.06.2012
C.

Revisions to General Education Proposal and Determining Division Form Approved

Mark Anderson presented on new details and clarifications added to the general education
program documents:

1. Reiterate four courses discussed in General Education Proposal are the theme courses,
and then a fifth course will be an integrative capstone course.
2. Determining Division Form is to be used in order to allow for faculty to teach courses
outside of the department in which they are housed (ie. A psychology professor could
potentially teach a course for the sciences division general education requirement if
they can successfully check two of the three requirements, terminal degree, teaching
experience within the last five years, or research/scholarship, on the Determining
Division Form); faculty member must also be able to provide clear evidence that
course will cover material pertinent to the division in which they would like to teach
the course.
Discussion followed. Jana discussed concerns regarding language of current proposal
regarding the recommendation stating “ideally one professor in the capstone will advance a
social science perspective.” It was feared that this may not resonate well with faculty outside
of the social sciences, and this could prevent the proposal from being passed by faculty.
Claire and Jenny highlighted importance of this aspect of the proposal to dispel any distress
of the social sciences faculty due to the reduction in general education courses dedicated to
this division in the new general education system than the current one. Both recommended
determining how to ameliorate this fear in order to increase chance of this proposal being
passed by the faculty. Mark proposed a change in the language of the proposal to highlight
the social science faculty’s interdisciplinary approach to prove beneficial in teaching these
capstone courses, but this change will also acknowledge the general education committee
understands the need to ameliorate the reduction in general education courses allotted to
faculty of the social sciences. Martina asked for clarification on how these capstone courses
are to be structured and whether or not faculty are going to be able to teach these
interdisciplinary capstone courses having not been exposed to all the material taught in the
theme courses. Mark responded by explaining these courses are meant to be a way for
students to reflect on what they have learned in the other theme courses, and that faculty
teaching the capstone courses need not reteach what was taught in previous courses, but
rather should create a course plan that allows the student to reflect on the four theme courses
and solidify their understanding through an interdisciplinary approach. Jana recommended
reorganizing the Neighborhood Requirements section of the General Education Proposal so
the final bullet point is before the colon of the introductory statement in order to eliminate
confusion that the “one neighborhood course meeting the divisional criteria of each division
of Arts & Sciences” would be a sixth course, where in reality there are only five courses
required for the neighborhood requirements. AAC accepted the changes to the wording of
the recommendation for capstone courses and the reorganization of the neighborhood
requirements section.
Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 1:14 pm by Claire Strom. The next general meeting will be at
12:30 pm November 27, 2012 in the MLS Classroom CSS 167.

Minutes submitted by

Jenny Nilson

Approved by

__________________
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